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‘Not your N-word’
letter spurs action
EMILY BIRNBAUM | NEWS EDITOR

NIKKI ANDERSON

Students participate in a sit-in at Peirce Hall to protest recent racist incidents on campus.

Student orgs to move from
Peirce Hall next semester

Board, the Collegian and a student
engagement resource room currently occupy these offices. These orgaWith the construction of the new nizations will move out during the
library beginning this summer, stu- summer, and the Writing Center and
dent organizations such as Social Student Accessibility and Support
Board, the Collegian and Student Services — spaces that are currently
Council, which have offices in Peirce in Olin and Chalmers Memorial LiDining Hall, will have to relocate.
brary — are set to move into these
WKCO, Student Council, Social spaces, according to Chief Business
Officer Mark Kohlman.
The student organizations
were notified of the move
on Dec. 1 via email.
The affected organizations will be given materials to box their items
toward the end of the semester. “As long as all the
items are packaged up, before everyone leaves for the
summer, then over time,
it will be taken to the destinations in the interim
spaces,” Laura Kane, director of student engagement
and assistant dean of students, said.
WKCO uses two spaces
in the third f loor of Peirce,
but will not move until its
renovated location in Farr
Hall is ready in the fall semester. “WKCO is the one
that has been impacted
with having to move twice
now, so that is the one we
are trying to be cognizant
of how to not disrupt operations,” Associate Director of Student Engagement
NIKKI ANDERSON
The Collegian office will be relocated next year, along Kim Wallace said.
Instead of hav- page 2
with Social Board, WKCO and Student Council.

An open letter circulated by black students on Feb. 26 begins with the sentence, “To
every Black student who has ever felt targeted, hurt, and silenced: you are not alone.”
The letter, which students emailed to the residence hall distribution lists throughout
the day, describes how Kenyon’s culture ignores, and actively enables, racist speech and
behavior. It is addressed to an unnamed “you” — a black student who was called the
n-word by a white peer. The letter details “recent and recurring” instances in which nonblack students used the n-word.
“When a non-Black student called you the N-word (a word your people reclaimed
from an unjust past, a word that is a symbol for siblinghood and a shared history of
bondage), you were hurt,” the letter states. “You hear it everywhere, now. You begin to
act, telling your non-Black peers that they cannot say the N-word, and they reply that
yes, they can.”
Students subsequently held a sit-in on Feb. 28 in Peirce Dining Hall to protest racism
and hate speech at the College. Approximately 60 students lined the atrium from 5-7
p.m. under a banner that read, ‘The black man did not invent the n-word. It is time for the
inventor to fix the problems the word has caused. #NotSoLiberalArts.’
“If you talk among the students in the Black Caucus and the BSU
[Black Student Union], you’ll find the vast majority of us have experienced page 2

BETÜL AYDIN
NEWS ASSISTANT

MATT GARRETT

Siemens Energy Inc. employed 400 workers. They must now seek new employment.

Siemens plant to close, laying
off 400 workers by September
BILL GARDNER
SENIOR NEWS EDITOR

When Rolls-Royce sold its plant
in Mount Vernon to Siemens Energy
Inc., a power generator producer, for
$1.3 billion in 2014, Siemens executives told city mayor Richard K. Mavis that they would reduce the number of jobs at the plant from 800 to
325. Two weeks ago, Siemens executives told the mayor that the plant
would be shut down by Sept. 30 of
this year, eliminating the remaining
jobs in the process.
“That was a real shock,” Mavis
said. “As of that day, there were 400
people working.”
Mavis said that the lost jobs at Siemens will have an impact on the city’s
budget in the coming years. Mavis

said that 137 of the laid-off Siemens
workers live in Mount Vernon, while
the other employees live elsewhere
in Knox County. Mavis said that he
predicts the lost jobs will cost the
city about $1 million in the next two
years. This loss will impact the operating budgets of many city departments. Mount Vernon has struggled
with a low operating budget over the
past few years, according to Mavis,
and the Siemens plant closure will
only exacerbate this issue.
Clarissa Haller, head of corporate
communications for Siemens, did not
immediately respond to a request for
comment.
Just last year, the State of Ohio
granted Siemens $700,000 dollars to
redevelop an old office building separate from the plant for page 2
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CORRECTIONS
In the article titled “Men’s lacrosse splits first two games of 2018 season” the Collegian incorrectly
attributed the sentence “This [2017] losing season occurred despite the team’s prolific offense,
which averaged over 15 points per game.” The sentence was attributed to Brendan Cowie ’18,
when it should have been an informational sentence, not a quote.
In “Village of Gambier joins municipalities in lawsuit against Ohio,” we reported that the Village of Gambier was involved in an ongoing lawsuit against the State of Ohio. The lawsuit was
dropped on Wednesday, Feb. 21. The Collegian regrets these errors.

Plant closure will cost
city around $1 million
Continued from Page 1

employees, according to Mavis. Although though Siemens
was working on the redevelopment through the year, they had
not used any of the grant money,
according to Mavis. If they had,
they would have to pay back
whatever they used to the State
of Ohio.
The Mount Vernon finance
committee is holding a meeting
on the budget during the second
week of March that will be open
to the public, according to Mavis. He said that they formulated
a budget based on the jobs they
thought would be in the city, so
he said they will need to make
some “serious cuts.”
He said Siemens is considering relocating some employees to
their plant in Orlando, Fla. Mavis said he estimates some employees could get jobs at the Ariel
Corporation or find employment
with companies in Mount Ver-

non. The rest of the employees
may have to move to find work.
“That’s going to put houses up
for sale. Most of these jobs were
very good,” Mavis said. “It really,
what I call, breaks apart a family
when they have to leave friends,
leave some family members, they
have children in school. It is disrupting.”
Mavis said the city is working
with a national marketing firm to
appeal to potential tenants who
may move into the empty space.
He said that Siemens will hold
onto the lease for the foreseeable
future. He hopes a new company
will move in and help provide
jobs to those who were laid off.
Matt Starr, a member of
Mount Vernon’s city council,
said that despite the setbacks, the
city will find a way to handle the
situation.
“We’re going to find a way to
roll with it and we’re going to be
fine. We’ll bounce back — we always have,” Starr said.

Collegian offices to
move to Allen House
Continued from Page 1

ing offices, Student Council and
Social Board will be given storage
spaces. After talking to students and
considering how frequently students
used the office, Wallace said they decided that storage spaces would be
more appropriate for these organizations. “That decision was largely
made based on card-swipe data,”
Wallace said. The designated space
will have lockable storage units and be
available to use after hours.
The room the Office of Student Engagement uses to store resources for

student organizations does not have
a finalized destination. Kohlman said
it could move to Gund Commons. He
also said that the Collegian will be on
the first floor of Allen House.
Wallace said she has not heard
any students express concerns about
changing locations. “We collaborate
with [student organizations] to ensure that everyone can still function
and still have a space as best as they
can, knowing that with the library
construction project, there is a crunch
on space for a period of time until the
Village spaces are finished,” Wallace
said.
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Students of color address ‘recent
and recurring’ incidents of racism
Continued from Page 1

some form of on-campus racial discrimination or slur used by
one of our white or non-black, but
typically white, peers,” said one
student, a sophomore varsity athlete who spoke to the Collegian on
the condition of anonymity due to
legal concerns.
Some students held signs that
decried the use of the n-word by
non-black people — including “I
have multiple nicknames. The nword is not one of them,” and “No,
it’s not okay to use the n-word even
when it’s in a song” — while other
signs addressed systemic racism and white supremacy. “Antiblackness is global,” one sign read.
The catalyzing open letter was
unsigned, but students endorsed
its message by emailing it from
their own accounts and posting
it on Facebook, Twitter and Instagram. Several hashtags have
emerged alongside these posts:
#ComplacentlyKenyon, #IAmNotYourNWord and #AtKKKenyonYouWill.
The Collegian contacted more
than 20 students who shared the
letter and attended the sit-in with
a request for comment. Some students declined to comment, while
others did not respond.
The sophomore student said
they shared the email partially
because they hoped to convey to
other black students that they are
“not alone” in their experiences of
racism at the College.
“I feel like people think that
black students are just complaining,” the student said. “Like it is a
minor inconvenience that people
use the n-word. It is a major inconvenience and a big hurt and we
wouldn’t be making a big deal out
of it if it weren’t already a big deal.
The message is: take us seriously.”
The student said they, and their
peers, have been losing nights of
sleep due to the trauma these incidents have incurred.
Quashae Hendryx ’18 responded to the open letter in a Feb. 27
email to the student body. His
email, entitled “To my fellow nwords,” accused those involved in
the open letter of hypocrisy. “You

Opinions Editor Tommy Johnson
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Sports Assistant Adam Schwager
Photography Editors Nikki Anderson, Shane
Canfield
Design Editors Becca Foley, McKenna Trimble,
George Halliday
Design Assistant Alex Zablocki
Designer Alli Beard
Digital Manager Cameron Messinides
Circulation Manager Ronan Elliott

Advisor Ivonne García

believe that Black people’s biggest
problems stem from non-Black
people,” Hendryx wrote. “You believe that being called the N-word
hurts our race more than your
own divisive actions.” He detailed
divisions within the College’s
black community and wrote, “We
have said countless things to one
another far more offensive and divisive than the N-word.”
Lanise Beavers ’18 then analyzed Hendryx’s response in another email to the student body.
She wrote that Hendryx was
“conflat[ing] interpersonal conflict with racial oppression.”
“Black communities are often lectured about internal strife,
and must prove their worthiness
to be treated as people, as if internal strife disqualifies us from just
treatment,” Beavers wrote. “It does
not.”
Members of the Black Student
Union (BSU) met with administrators over the past week to discuss incidents of racism happening on campus. Vice President for
Student Affairs Meredith Harper
Bonham ’92 said she attended two
meetings — one on Feb. 21 and
another on Feb. 22 — that were organized at the request of students
of color.
“There isn’t a single panacea
for this issue, but we’re hoping,
through structural means and
through some specific initiatives
aimed at cultural change, we can
start to improve things on campus,” Bonham said.
At several points, the letter calls
out administrators for not taking
black students seriously and for
claiming “there is ‘very little they
can do’ about these n-word users.”
“Hearing that students don’t
feel supported by the administration is hard to hear because in fact
I think there’s been a great deal of
heavy lifting that has taken place
in order to work with students to
address these issues that have happened,” Bonham said.
Associate Provost for Diversity, Equity and Inclusion Ted Mason said the College is planning
to host structured conversations
about campus values later this semester. He hopes these will provide a platform for students who

feel unheard.
“I’m very troubled and bothered by the things that are going
on,” Mason said. “I have seen this
movie before because it was part
and parcel of my undergraduate
years. It’s not new. That it’s not
new doesn’t make it any better.”
President Sean Decatur published a blog post titled “No, things
must not stay the same” on Feb.
28. (Later, he attended the sit-in.)
In the post, Decatur laid out
how the College can move forward. First, he noted that the College is updating its discriminatory
harassment policy to clarify how
students can report instances of
misconduct based on race, ethnicity or religion. The new Discriminatory Harassment Policy
will “incorporate a comprehensive
education effort on racial bias,” he
wrote.
The College is also working to
expand education efforts regarding racial bias and bystander intervention, according to the blog
post.
He also wrote that the Community Planning Group, which
he convened in the week of the
The Good Samaritan controversy,
recently recommended concrete
ways to advance community dialogue.
“While 2018 has been a trying
year so far for our community, I
call on all of us to refuse to accept
that things will remain the same,”
Decatur wrote.
“This is work that was begun
years ago, continues today and
will continue into the future.”
The sophomore student said
the response to the letters has been
largely positive, but they emphasized the gravity of the situation.
“Some people seem to regard
this kind of drama as just that:
drama,” the student said. “There
was one person that I overheard …
who was talking about how he was
going to get ‘all the juicy details’
about the racist incident. I think
that adds salt to an already really painful wound because these
events are taking a toll on us that
people tend to ignore.”
“The end goal for me is to feel
safe on this campus,” the student
said. “Because I don’t.”
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Black Lives Matter activist encourages Palestinian solidarity
The Black Student Union and Students for Justice in Palestine hosted Nyle Fort on Feb. 22.
EVEY WEISBLAT
STAFF WRITER

Milk soothes, tear gas burns
— an adage of protest culture that
Black Lives Matter activist Nyle Fort
picked up from Palestinian activists
on Twitter and adapted for use in
Ferguson, Miss, half a world away.
Fort opened with this anecdote at
his presentation last Wednesday,
at an event sponsored by the Black
Student Union and Kenyon Students for Justice in Palestine.
The event took on an informal
tone, as a crowd of about 50 students and faculty congregated in
Peirce Pub to hear Fort speak. Fort
made it clear that he intended to
spark a thoughtful discussion in
which all viewpoints would be welcomed.
Fort explained how the injustices in Palestine pertain to the
fight against racial inequality in
the United States. He said that he
first became aware of similarities
between the two during the Ferguson riots in 2014, when the fatal
shooting of black teenager Michael
Brown by white police officer Darren Wilson ignited the Black Lives
Matter movement. “It was there [in
Ferguson] that I first learned of the

catastrophe that some call euphemistically the Israel-Palestine conflict,” Fort said. “Ferguson opened
my eyes to the ugliness of American racism; Palestine made me
weep over the ugliness of American
empire.”
Fort’s discussion comes at a time
when the national conversation
surrounding the Israeli-Palestinian
conflict can feel hazy. He said that
one way to relieve this confusion is
“creating awareness on what’s actually happening.” Moreover, he said
that it’s crucial for Americans to realize that the injustices carried out
by the United States and Israeli governments are not separate conflicts;
they are interdependent battles.
“The modern-day lynching of
Michael Brown is inseparable from
the extrajudicial executions of the
200 Palestinians, including 41 children, who were extrajudicially murdered at the hands of Israeli military forces last year,” he said.
Joe DeAngelo ’21, who attended
the event, remarked on the significance of Fort’s insight. “It was pretty monumental to draw the connection between the oppression on
both sides,” he said.
“[Their] oppressive tendency is
bigger than we think because they

BEN NUTTER

BLM activist Nyle Fort said police brutality in the U.S. is “inseparable” from Israeli military violence.

have kind of branded themselves as
the saviors of liberalism.”
Fort referred to Israel and the
United States as “colonial carceral
states” whose “power and wealth
are built on colonization, incarceration and exploitation of the most
vulnerable.” He contended that the
problems with the American justice system, such as mass incarceration and police brutality, mimic the
treatment of Palestinians by the Is-

raeli government.
While Fort knew about the epidemic of mass incineration in the
United States “by looking outside
my window,” he didn’t know that
“the prison crisis is not uniquely
an American phenomenon, but a
global project.” He pointed out that
Palestinians suffer from one of the
highests per-capita incarceration
rates, with 20 percent of the overall
population having been imprisoned

at some point.
Despite the heavy subject matter, Fort ended his talk on a positive note. He spoke of the unremitting commitment to hope that the
oppressed in the United States and
Palestine share. “More than prisons, police and profit, I believe that
the most important connection between us isn’t our common oppression, but it’s our desire and our will
to be free,” he said.

Group charts a way forward
after ‘The Good Samaritan’

Health Center runs out of flu
vaccinations in February

EMILY BIRNBAUM AND GABRIELLE
HEALY
NEWS EDITOR AND EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

DYLAN MANNING
STAFF WRITER

The Community Planning Group submitted a list of recommendations to President Sean Decatur on Feb. 25. The group was
convened in response to the controversy over
Playwright-in-Residence Wendy MacLeod’s
The Good Samaritan, which critics felt included a racist portrayal of a Guatemalan character.
Decatur created the group two weeks ago
to address issues of racial insensitivity and
freedom of artistic expression. This need
arose after members of the Kenyon community reported they felt alienated and unheard
in conversations following MacLeod’s cancellation of the play.
“People on various sides of the disagreements … felt that, one, they were not being
heard or heard correctly, and two, they did
not feel as though they had been given the opportunity to speak,” Associate Provost for Diversity, Equity and Inclusion Ted Mason said.
Rita Carmona ’19 is a member of the working group, as well as a member of several affinity organizations, including Latinx student
association Adelante. “There’s a problem on
campus with critical discussion, so we need to
a foster a culture on campus and also create a
community that can critically listen and critically speak,” Carmona said.
The group is working in the wake of activism that has swept campus in the past several
days, including a sit-in protesting racism and
hate speech.
On Feb. 26, several students sent emails
with a statement addressing offensive usage
of the n-word, stating that College adminis-

trators have not done enough to adequately
address discriminatory actions on campus.
Vice President for Student Affairs Meredith
Bonham ’92 said the Community Planning
Group is an example of the College addressing racial tension on campus.
“One question is, how do you effect cultural change?” Bonham said. “And that’s something that we need everyone to be engaged
with. The conversations that we’re having
through the community planning committee
will hopefully help in that regard so that we
can really hear each other when things happen and try to resolve them.”
The other students in the group are Sriya Chadalavada ’19, who serves as Student
Council’s vice president for academic affairs,
and Ben Douglas ’18, the co-chair of Campus
Senate. Mason, Bonham and Provost Joe Klesner are co-chairing the group. Mason and
Bonham declined to discuss specific recommendations because Decatur has not yet reviewed them.
In a blog post on Wednesday night, Decatur wrote that one recommendation the Planning Group offered was a campus common
hour event on April 3 “addressing how we
might engage in difficult conversations in the
future.” He wrote that more details will come
after spring break.
“I know that there is a strong desire for action,” Mason said. “I share that desire, but at
the same time, if we’re going to do something
that is comprehensive and significant for the
institution, that’s going to take ... a bit of time
for the president to figure out what he wants to
do, what the implications are for those things,
how you set aside time or resources, et cetera.”

The Cox Health and Counseling
Center ran out of f lu vaccinations two
weeks ago at the height of f lu season,
according to an email from Christopher Smith, director of the health and
counseling center.
Smith said that the health center
bases the number of vaccines they order based on last years numbers, and
stands by the number of doses they
ordered.
“There was no shortage or miscalculation. We made an informed decision regarding our order in March
2017,” Smith wrote in an email to the
Collegian. “Traditionally we order
between 400 and 700 doses each year.
This particular year we ordered 600
and used all 600.”
Smith said f lu vaccinations must
be ordered several months in advance, which means that at the time
of the order, the Health Center must
try and predict the severity of the f lu
for the upcoming season.
“The Health and Counseling Center ordered and will continue to order
f lu vaccine based on several factors,”
Smith explained in an interview with
the Collegian.
These factors include the number
of vaccines administered in previous
years, the predicted severity of the f lu
season and the amount of media attention the f lu receives.
When more people hear about the

f lu, the more people want to get vaccinated.
The College also takes into account its budget for vaccinations and
growing number of off-campus f lu
vaccination options.
After considering those factors,
Smith said, “it basically boils down
to an educated guess.”
Smith also said that running out of
f lu vaccinations can in fact be a good
sign because it means that the Health
Center did not have to waste any vaccines or money.
The Health Center operates on a
coordinated care model and has several off-campus partnerships that
also provide the vaccine, such as the
Knox County Health Department and
pharmacies such as Kroger and CVS.
The Health Center has attempted
to provide students with relief after
contracting the f lu.
“They were helpful because they
gave me a f lu test and so I found out
I had the f lu,” Ellie Melick ’21, who
got the vaccine at one of the clinics
held by the Health Center earlier this
year, said.
“I didn’t have it that bad, so they
just gave me cough drops and ibuprofen and a mask,” Melick said.
The Health Center also recommended students stay in their dorm
rooms, avoid social gatherings and
parties while sick with the f lu and
wear masks when they go to Peirce
Dining Hall.
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China moves to SMAs, College host sexual health talks
let Xi Jinping
stay in power
HELENA WINTERBOTTOM
STAFF WRITER

MATT MANDEL
ASSOCIATE COPY EDITOR

Global Kenyon is the Collegian’s recurring international news feature. Because these pieces will be
short, we hope they will inspire readers to conduct
research about the world on their own.
China’s Communist Party proposed an amendment to the country’s constitution on Sunday which
would end its two-term presidential term limit.
Chinese President Xi Jinping, who has held office since 2013 and whose second five-year term is
up in 2023, could become “the most powerful [Chinese] leader since Mao Zedong,” Michael J. Green
’83 said in an inteview with the Collegian. Green a
former special assistant to the president for national
security affairs and senior director for Asian affairs
at the National Security Council (NSC) under former President George W. Bush.
The proposal to amend the Chinese constitution
will go to the National People’s Consultative Congress in about a week. “[The Congress is a] rubber
stamp body — it’s not a real democracy, and it’s 97
percent certain they’ll pass it,” Green said. Assistant
Professor of Political Science and Asian Studies Michelle Mood said that “there’s no question about it,
and I think it was pretty obvious … that he was not
setting up a successor.”
The repeal will make Xi president indefinitely,
contributing to a “bad authoritarian trend” which
has not happened since the economic downturn of
the 1930s, according to Green.
There has been a clear shift in how countries
around the world think about China’s growing
power, which “is because of Xi Jinping,” Green said.
His leadership has forced smaller countries to align
with China, allowing the dominant nation to take
disproportionate gains because they are unsure if
more powerful countries will back them up. Larger
countries like the U.S., Japan, India and Australia
are forced to counterbalance Xi’s power by becoming more hard-lined on China, and created a quad
grouping to deal with Chinese actions, according to
Green.
China has taken “very aggressive” actions in the
region, building forts “10,000 feet in the sky” and
“3,000-meter [People’s Liberation Army] air-force
runways and man-made islands around the South
China Sea,” Green said.
Mood thinks the U.S. will do nothing to intervene. He said that the Chinese have “illegally built
islands” where they conducted military tactical
maneuvers, landed military jets, built hotels and
landed passenger planes. In addition, the Chinese
have “successfully propagandized their people to
believe that they have a historic claim to all of the
South China Sea,” Mood said.
China has a long-term goal to create a viable
alternative to liberal democracy, and is trying to
shape international norms, according to Mood. She
believes that the “China Dream” is being defined
as a clear rejection of democratic institutions and
norms.
This development directly contrasts President
Donald Trump’s national security strategy, “which
frames our foreign policy as addressing the challenge of rising great power rivals” with China as
first and foremost, according to Green. “We haven’t
had [a national security strategy] since the Cold
War that framed our role in the world as dealing with a rival hegemon … this is the first time,”
Green said.
“There’s this old phrase, ‘may you live in interesting times.’ … I feel a little bit like all of a sudden
things got a little too interesting,” Mood said.

In the past two weeks, multiple organizations at Kenyon that prioritize students’
sexual health held events to educate the
community on sexual issues in a cultural
context. These events included “Communication is Key,” a Sexual Misconduct Advisors (SMA) discussion held last Wednesday,
and another event held by the Title IX office,
Sexual Misconduct After Kenyon: Alumni
Perspectives, the following Saturday. Both
events follow a Sexual Health and Education
Forum that took place on Feb. 12.
These panels come at a time of increased
national attention on issues of sexual misconduct and harassment, in light of the
#metoo movement. The discussions during these Kenyon events promoted greater
awareness of heteronormative roles and
norms in collegiate settings and how harmful they can be to students. At the “Communication is Key” discussion, panelists
included Assistant Professor of Sociology
Austin Johnson, Professor of Psychology
Sarah Murnen and Civil Rights/Title IX Coordinator Samantha Hughes. Throughout
the course of an hour, major talking points
included the Kristen Roupenian New Yorker
short story “Cat Person,” the sexual misconduct allegations against comedian Aziz Ansari and the complexities of hookup culture.
The panel’s tone was colloquial. Some
discussion surrounded the fact that while
women’s roles in the context of sex are
changing, men still have a lot they can
change about their behavior in general. After
one student brought up Shock Your Mom,
an annual Kenyon party traditionally held

SHANE CANFIELD

Student, faculty and staff members attend “Communication is Key” in Peirce
Lounge, hosted by the SMA’s in the wake of the #metoo movement.

by the swim team that encourages provocative dress, Murnen addressed the competitive nature of sex and performative nudity.
Grace Gerber ’19 voiced her observation that
porn prioritizes male pleasure and encourages female degradation, which led to further comments from other students about
cultural standards of male aggression, which
allow men to not accept “no” as an answer.
Panelists began the discussion by answering a question proposed by the moderator, SMA Talia Light Rake ’20, on the nature
of hookup culture. They observed that its
heteronormative basis is likely why some of
the values it promotes often correlate to rape
culture.
Sexual Misconduct After Kenyon: Alumni Perspectives included an assembly of five
Kenyon alumni. Panelists agreed to participate because of their interest in the topic and
involvement in philanthropy and education
efforts outside of the College. The panel, organized by Hayley Yussman ’18, was meant
to allow alumni to share their experiences

with sexual misconduct policy in the workplace. Audience members asked the panelists
how the #metoo movement changed attitudes
in the workplace and how to protect yourself
by considering certain aspects of a company’s
policies when searching for a job.
In regards to the effects of the #metoo
movement in the workplace, Sarah Miller ’02
said she has witnessed an increase in the number of women able to speak up on their own
behalf. The panelists agreed that although
people have always frowned on companies
with reputations of sexual assault, recent political turnovers have promoted a zero-tolerance
policy.
Light Rake organized the SMA communication panel to provide an opportunity for
students to engage with these topics of sexual
health in a new way. Light Rake emphasized
her personal belief in the importance of constantly furthering the conversation around
sexual health on campus, and how Kenyon
might be able to improve its students’ qualities
of life by doing this.

Kenyon attends students of color conference
BETÜL AYDIN
NEWS ASSISTANT

For Toneisha Stubbs ’18, the Student of Color Conference at Trinity College this past weekend was a
powerful experience.
“It was something that I really
needed,” Stubbs, one of the two Kenyon students who attended, said. “It
was really empowering. I feel like I
can finish the rest of my last semester at Kenyon with that empowerment.”
The College sponsored students to
attend the Student of Color Conference organized by the Consortium
on High Achievement and Success
(CHAS). Upon President Sean Decatur’s recommendation, the College has participated in this annual
conference since the spring of 2014.
Typically, there are two separate
conferences, the Black and Latino
Male Conference and the Women of
Color Conference, but this year the
two conferences were combined.
This year, the theme of the conference was “Reclaiming Our Time:
From the Margin to the Center” and
consisted of workshops, speakers,
group discussions and panels related
to the theme of reclaiming, redefining and challenging cultural norms.
“[The theme] was about how we
can combat the ‘other’ narrative that
so often these predominantly white
institutions place on minority stu-

dents,” Armiya Shaikh ’21 wrote in
an email to the Collegian. Out of the
several workshops offered, she attended one titled “Love and Sex On
PWIs [predominantly white institutions]: Race, Sexuality, and #MeToo.”
“It was really great to have these
conversations about our identity in
this academic context because a better understanding of myself in these
white spaces is one way I can work on
bettering the overall environment.”
Jacky Neri Arias ’13, assistant director of the Office of Diversity, Equity & Inclusion (ODEI), said she
hoped students returned to campus
feeling rested and comfortable being themselves. “A lot of students of
color, and people of color in general,
when they are in spaces where they
consistently feel like they have to
explain themselves — they can’t be
themselves openly, they can’t speak
their minds,” she said. “It can be
very draining.”
She hopes taking students to places where they are surrounded by
like-minded people can help motivate them. “On the academic side, I
want them to leave feeling energized,
to come back to campus and to use
what they learned, whether it was in
a session or from the keynote speaker or speaking in their own groups,
to actually make a change at Kenyon,” Neri Arias said.
Some of the students who attended

the conference a few years ago came
back to campus and talked to Chris
Kennerly, associate dean of students
and director of ODEI, about hosting
the annual conference at the College
in the future, Neri Arias said. Kennerly said the College may host the
Black and Latino Male Conference in
the fall of 2019. “They saw how big of
an impact it had on the college they
went to,” Neri Arias said.
Kennerly, along with Professor of
Music Reginald Sanders, are the College’s representatives for the Consortium. Each college must be part
of the consortium to have their students attend the conferences, and the
representatives include one faculty
member and one administrator. As
representatives, Kennerly and Sanders work with faculty from other colleges and attend meetings.
Although initially eight students
were selected to go to the conference, ultimately only two students
went. Neri Arias said the dates of the
conference clashed with that of other events, like the Alumni of Color
weekend.
“Hopefully, the next time where
there is not an overlap with activities happening on campus, we can
get more students to come,” Stubbs
said. “Especially more first years —
that way they can take the conversation they have at the conference and
bring it back here.”
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Kenyon linked to creation of Advanced Placement program
Former College President Gordon Keith Chalmers was the head of instrumental committee.
CAMERON AUSTIN
STAFF WRITER

Around 1951, Kenyon President Gordon Keith Chalmers
proposed several initiatives to
shorten the timeline for obtaining a bachelor’s degree. One
would have called for students to
enter college after their second
or third years of high school.
Another would eventually become the Advanced Placement
(AP) program.
The inspiration for the second
proposal was a study performed
at Harvard, Yale and Princeton
Universities, as well as three preparatory schools which looked
at the relationship between secondary and higher education. It
recommended that high school
students be given access to college-level work in order to enter
college with “advanced standing.”
At Chalmers’ invitation, representatives from 11 liberal arts
colleges met in Washington,
D.C. to consider common standards for advanced credit work.
The meeting resulted in the formation of a joint committee, The
School and College Study of Admission with Advanced Standing, which designed curricula
to be implemented at the high
school level. They introduced
a pilot program at seven high
schools in the 1952-53 academic
year.
Central High School in Phil-
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adelphia, one of the sites of the
pilot program, published a fiveyear report of the successes of
the new curriculum. One participant accumulated enough college credit in high school to earn
a Kenyon degree in three years.
Several other students skipped
the first two years of college and
entered the University of Chicago with junior status.
The curriculum of the early
program strongly resembled
that of the modern AP program. College professors, several of whom were Kenyon faculty,
structured the courses and set
learning objectives. Each course
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cumulated in an “Advanced
Placement Test” consisting of
both “objective” questions and
several essay prompts.
The Kenyon administration
played a large role in the early
affairs of the program. The first
chairperson of the Advanced
Standing committee almost became an employee of Kenyon,
though it was later decided the
committee and its chairperson
should be financially independent from the College. (In 1955,
the preexisting College Board
began administering the program.)
Though the AP program has

changed significantly since its
inception at Kenyon, its ties to
the College remain. Professor
of Mathematics and Statistics
Brad Hartlaub helped both write
the AP Statistics curriculum
and served as the exam’s Chief
Reader from 2003 to 2007. According to him, taking AP classes in high school can allow for
more interesting coursework in
college. “Many high school students and parents think, ‘If I
take eight AP courses, I just cut
a year off my undergraduate education,’” Hartlaub said. “That’s
not the intended purpose if
you’re thinking about education

in the liberal arts philosophy.”
Kenyon faculty vary widely
in their assessment of the AP
program, but most seem to agree
that it is no replacement for Kenyon coursework. Professor of
American Studies Peter Rutkoff
spoke less highly of the AP program. “The exam controls [the
AP course],” he said. “It tends to
be very traditional; say for history, top-down.”
Rutkoff serves as the executive director of the Kenyon
Academic Partnership (KAP),
an early college program for
students in select Ohio high
schools. KAP began in the 1970s
as a dual enrollment partnership between Kenyon and several high schools. Despite what
might seem like a common
heritage, Rutkoff described AP
and KAP as “diametrically opposed.” Unlike in AP, KAP
credit is awarded based on a
year-long evaluation, much like
a college-level course.
The Advanced Placement
program has grown in the years
since Chalmers, but the history
of the program at Kenyon is not
entirely forgotten. Hartlaub said
that the Kenyon connection was
recognized by several administrators in the College Board. The
Ohio Historical Marker on Wiggin Street mentions Kenyon’s
role in the AP program’s history.
As stated on the sign, Kenyon is
indeed a “Pioneer in Higher Education.”

Senior Class Total:

Junior Class Total:

Sophomore Class Total:

First-Year Class Total:

22

20

24

17

Answer

Jadah Jones ’18

Frances Andersen
Bicknell ’19

Heather McCabe ’20

Meam Hartshorn ’21

When is the next leap year?

2020

In one year

Next year

2020

2020

What is Gambier named after?

Lord Gambier, one of
the first benefactors of
Kenyon

The town

No idea

A type of cow

Lord Gambier

How much does a market dog
cost?

$0.75

$1.50

$1.50

$1.50

$1.75

Is it OK to step on the seal if it is
covered by a mat?

No

No

No

Nah

Yes

Weekly Scores

1

1

2

2
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The daily cleanup: a morning of picking up dishes with AVI
Dining Hall worker Bob Haws empties out bins in academic buildings every Monday-Friday.
DORA SEGALL
FEATURES EDITOR

It’s 8:45 on Monday morning,
and AVI employee Bob Haws
is unloading both a cart and a
stack of trash bags from a company van for the first stop of his
daily dish pickup. I met up with
him in Peirce Dining Hall and
went with him on his route.
“This cart is the answer to all
mankind’s problems,” he said.
Haws had some trouble locating the keys to the van, so
his route began a little late that
morning. As a result, we rushed
out of Peirce and were hasty
to start up the van. From the
passenger seat, I noticed a salt
shaker on the dashboard. Haws
explained that AVI often uses
the van for catering, so employees sometimes eat meals during
their drives.
Every day at the same time,
Haws, friendly and upbeat,
drives the van out of Peirce’s
loading dock and collects dirty
dishes from more than 20 buildings, starting with some faculty
offices along the road to the Kenyon Athletic Center (KAC). He
must finish by 10 a.m., when he
will bring his haul to the dish
return and begin his next task
of preparing pastries for lunch.
Haws began collecting dishes
from the many bins distributed

SHANE CANFIELD

Haws loads a bin with filled bags of dirty dishes into an AVI vehicle during his route Monday morning.

throughout academic buildings
across campus when he first
came to AVI about six weeks
ago and was trained by another employee. A student, Harper
Beeland ’20, collects the dishes
in residential buildings less frequently. “Old Bob is the staff
member with the responsibility
of doing this job,” Haws said of
himself. Despite his work, AVI
spends about $3,000 on new
dishes and utensils each month.
Haws’ route includes three
major stops — the science quad,
the library and Ascension Hall

— where he turns off the engine in the van and uses the cart
instead of carrying dishes by
hand. Olin and Chalmers Memorial Library has two bins on
the first floor and one on the
two subsequent floors. On Monday, the bins by the front entrance were overflowing.
Every now and then, a fork
punctures a hole in a trash bag
and liquid leaks out from the
bottom. To prevent this, Haws
knots the bottom of the bag, but
only if the bin is big enough to
still fit it. Otherwise he has to

cradle the bag of dishes in his
arms in order to bring it back to
the van.
One of the stops on our drive
was Gund Commons. Haws told
me that back when the space was
a dining hall, he worked for the
Mansfield distribution center
for Nickles Bakery and delivered goods to the building. In
the period between that job and
his current one, he sold new and
used cars. He has also sold time
slots on a local radio station and
worked as a substitute middle
school teacher.

Haws explained that sometimes, in addition to the dishes
he picks up from the bins, he
sometimes passes orphaned
dishes on his route and adds
them to the pile. However, he
said that because his route was
so rushed, there was no time for
him to track down rogue cups
that students failed to bring to
the bins.
Haws makes sure to greet
people he passes during his
route. In the Gund Gallery, Director of Operations and Visitor
Experience J. Christopher Fahlman ’72 ran into Haws while retrieving something near the dish
bin and expressed his thanks,
explaining that he had noticed
someone stopping by to remove
the dirty dishes. Fahlman said
students and other people alike
enjoy lounging in the Gallery’s
lobby, so dishes often pile up.
Because Haws was so rushed,
he explained there were locations he had to skip and get to
the next day. When we parted
ways back at the loading dock,
he dropped off everything he
had picked up at dish return,
where it would be washed and
restocked in the servery.
Haws said that so far, his
morning dish route has usually gone pretty smoothly. Still,
he wished to remind students
that the bins are for dishes, not
books and water bottles.

Amy’s Cookies in the Village Market thrives out of one oven
JUSTIN SUN
FEATURES EDITOR

Amy Dailey, the woman behind Amy’s Cookies in the Village
Market, is a hairdresser by trade,
but in recent years she has devoted herself entirely to two things
— her family and her cookies.
“Hair and cookies don’t really
go well together,” she said with a
laugh.
For eight years now, Amy’s
Cookies have been a familiar sight
at the Village Market. The homemade cookies sit wrapped in plastic, in a small tray by the register
or near the deli counter, and are
available for $1.25 each. Students
are familiar with them — Dailey said that she sells about 5,000
cookies each year — but may not
be familiar with their source. In
fact, Dailey, the sole force behind
the entire venture, lives just three
minutes away from the Market.
With a single oven in her kitchen,
she produces enough cookies to
feed an entire town.
The venture started from one
recipe. Unsatisfied with other
recipes for chocolate chip cookies, Dailey started experimenting. Her grandmother taught
her to bake when she was young,
and she continued to practice all
throughout high school. So, she

used her experience to perfect
her chocolate chip cookie recipe.
Pretty soon, she had friends and
family telling her it was the best
cookie they ever had. At the time,
she was looking for something
to do in the mornings before she
went to work at Genesis Salon
in Mount Vernon, so she started
selling cookies.
“It’s hard to find a place to actually sell them from,” she said.
But then she noticed bread at the
market that was the product of
another house-based venture and
asked her husband to check if she
could sell there. “I was too shy,”
she said. The owner of the market
at the time said they could give
it a shot, and Amy’s Cookies has
grown ever since. It started with
just chocolate chip cookies (still a
best-seller), but now includes everything from no-bakes to sugar
cookies.
Dailey has several ties to Kenyon. She is originally from nearby Bellville, Ohio, but moved to
Mount Vernon to be with her
husband, Shawn Dailey, who is
the director of annual giving at
Kenyon. Her two children attend
Mount Vernon High School and
she hopes they will go to Kenyon when they are older. Even her
house, which is near a section of
woods owned by Kenyon, touches

ARMIYA SHAIKH

Amy Dailey, the founder of Amy’s Cookies, sells a variety of cookies from a tray in the Village Market.

College property.
When she is not baking, Dailey likes to tend to the two acres
surrounding her house. “We do
a lot of gardening, my husband
and I,” she said. “We’re definitely
homesteaders.” She estimates that
about 35 percent of her family’s
diet comes from their own backyard. Her seven chickens provide
more than enough eggs for her

cookies, though the rest of her ingredients are store-bought.
“I would benefit in having a
cow, because I sure go through a
lot of butter,” she said.
In terms of cookie making,
Dailey loves to branch out. She
finds that Kenyon students are
willing to stray from the typical
chocolate chip cookie and looks
forward to their return each sum-

mer, adding that business is slower when they are gone. She also
opts for taste over appearance.
“I can’t decorate a cake to save
my life,” she said. “But I can bake
a really good cake.”
As for preferences in cookie
eating, Dailey doesn’t really have
any.
“I’m actually a doughnut person myself,” she said.
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Vagabon enchants Horn Gallery with intimate, moving set
COURTESY OF REBECCA KAVALER

Laetitia “Vagabon” Tamko is an indie rock singer and songwriter who performed an eight-song set from her 2017 album “Infinite Worlds” at the Horn Gallery last Friday.
KEVIN CRAWFORD
ARTS EDITOR

When Laetitia Tamko, also
known as Vagabon, was called to
the stage last Friday night at the
Horn Gallery, there was a moment
when the audience was not sure she
was there at all. She was seated on
a fold-out chair in the back of the
room, and when she rose to walk
on stage, the crowd enveloped her.
“She’s so small,” a voice from the
throng said. But, as someone else
pointed out, “that doesn’t mean her
voice is.”
Tamko’s powerful voice, which
combines the atonal punk shout of
Patti Smith with the ragged emotion of Courtney Barnett, soared on
the chorus of her opening song “The

Embers.” “Run and tell everybody
that Laetitia is a small fish … And
you’re a shark that hates everything,
you’re a shark that eats every fish,”
she sang, the nervous quaver in her
tenor voice mirroring the focus on
feeling small, self-conscious and
overwhelmed. Tamko faced the audience alone when she sang this, using only a MIDI controller and her
guitar to complement the raw power
of her voice. During other songs, she
sang without her guitar, her voice
accompanied only by pre-recorded
drums, bass and synthesizers.
Tamko was born in Cameroon,
and immigrated to the U.S. at 14.
Until a few years ago, music was just
Tamko’s hobby; she pursued engineering in college and taught herself

to play guitar at home as a teenager.
After posting her music on Bandcamp and then releasing her 2017
album “Infinite Worlds” on Father/
Daughter Records, Pitchfork hailed
her as “an indie rock game changer”
and she began touring internationally. Last Friday, Tamko came to the
Horn Gallery at the invitation of
the Black Student Union as part of
a series of performances celebrating
Black History Month.
The self-described “weird black
girl” of the indie rock scene, Tamko’s set dealt at times with themes
of cultural placelessness and marginalization. In “Minneapolis,” she
sang, “I can’t go back to the place
where I once was … where I was
born.” In “Cleaning House,” she

Kenyon Review recommends:
AN AMERICAN MARRIAGE
Tayari Jones
I was really dazzled by Tayari Jones’s
new novel An American Marriage, which
tells the story of an African-American
family whose lives take a catastrophic
turn from which there is no recovery as
a consequence of the inherent racism in
the American justice system. In some
ways, this novel bookends Jesmyn Ward’s
2017 National Book Award-winning novel Sing, Unburied, Sing, which also tells
the story of an African-American family
whose lives are shredded by the justice
system. Ward’s novel is a multigenerational history studded with many familiar tropes of poverty and drug addiction,
while An American Marriage is a contemporary story about an upwardly-mobile,
prosperous couple, told in the alternating
voices of the two main characters, both in
straightforward narrative and in their letters to each other. Jones makes our racist
justice system not so much the subject of
her novel as it is the deadly, poisonous atmosphere that everyone must breathe.
- K atharine Weber
Richard L. Thomas Visiting Professor
of Creative Writing and Editor-at-Large
at the Kenyon Review
YOU PLAY THE GIRL
Carina Chocano
Carina Chocano is a writer in Los Angeles who has written for Vogue, the New
York Times Magazine, Wired and others.
Her first collection of essays, You Play the
Girl: On Playboy Bunnies, Stepford Wives,

Train Wrecks, & Other Mixed Messages is
a funny, intimate portrait of what it’s like
to grow up surrounded by the stories of
other girls, from books to TV shows to
movies. Her experience is personal and
universal, and Chocano smoothly taps
in to how we process the characters all
around us. Her pop culture references
mixed with vignettes from her childhood
and anxieties about raising her daughter
force us to trust her and to remember to
trust ourselves. From Alice in Wonderland
to “Masters of Sex” and “The Bachelor,”
Chocano helps us realize why we are the
way we are.
- Sabrina Greene ’18
Kenyon Review Intern
STIFF: THE CURIOUS LIVES OF
HUMAN CADAVERS
Mary Roach
Mary Roach is a journalist who writes
about morose subject matters with a sense
of glee and deft skill. Her non-fiction work
is crafted with a dry sense of humor and
light-hearted desire for knowledge. Stiff:
the Curious Lives of Human Cadavers,
Roach’s first book, explores what happens
to cadavers after they have been donated
to the sciences. Roach takes her readers
everywhere from the infamous “body
farm” at the University of Tennessee to a
plastic surgery seminar. The work features
insightful anecdotes from those involved
in the forensic sciences and a compact history of the cadaver ‘“trade.”
- Bailey Blaker ’18
Kenyon Review Associate

sang that “my standing there threatens your standing too,” and commanded the listener, and herself, to
“no longer yearn to be gentle and
pure and sweet.”
In Tamko’s lyrics, the constraining pressures of society on her
femininity and her blackness are at
the forefront; her instrumentation
floods the senses, and her vocals
sink deeply into the conscience of
her audience. The surprised-sounding and self-conscious thank yous
from Tamko that punctuated her
performance seemed at odds with
the unambiguous rallying cries to
people like herself in her music.
The small stage and the clutter of microphones around Tamko
seemed to fade out of focus as her

songs gathered momentum. Toward the end of her set, which at
just over 20 minutes was brief, she
introduced a new, untitled song —
perhaps the best one of the night.
A droning wave of synths rendered
her lyrics impossible to discern, but
her dynamic tenor, with the microphone held a foot from her mouth,
was sharp and affecting.
In a genre historically dominated by white, nasal men — Neutral
Milk Hotel, Radiohead, The Smiths
— Tamko is a breath of fresh air. She
is, as she says, a small fish; she swims
unencumbered by the currents of
indie rock’s giants, and looks to
expand the genre’s territory while
making room for more people like
herself within it.

PAID ADVERTISEMENT

Campus Auto

740-223-3015 MondayFriday 8-5
Saturday
9-2

Ken Stacy—40-year mechanic
Specializes in imports/domestic
Also provides lottery, fuel and
propane
Owner Rahn Wilson—25 years
automotive
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Jacob Adams ’19 brings West Coast rap influences to the Hill
Jacob DelOakland channels Oakland influences in new freestyle tracks on SoundCloud.
ZACK EYDENBERG
STAFF WRITER

Jacob Adams ’19, under the
moniker Jacob DelOakland,
has launched his rap career
this year.
“I was always scared to put
out music because I thought
I wasn’t good enough,” Adams said. “This past year, one
of my New Year’s resolutions
was to, you know, carry out
my dreams.”
Adams’s relationship with
rap began in childhood.
Both his mother and older
brother rapped. They helped
him come into his own as an
artist.“[They] taught me how
to rap when I was younger, so
I’ve always been around music, always been around rap,”
he said.
Over the years, rap became
a vital mode of expression for
Adams, at the intersection of
music, poetry and storytelling. “I can’t sing,” he chuckled, “and I don’t like trying to
sing, but I really like telling
a story, and rap allows me to
tell a story in a really poetic
way.”

Adams released his first
recorded solo freestyle on
SoundCloud in November.
“[My freestyles are] complete
mindscapes,” he said. “They
paint a picture in a bunch of
ink-blots.”
Adams’s moniker references his hometown of Oakland,
Calif., which Adams notes has
“a very rich history of music,
rap, songwriting.” Adams cited Oakland-area artists E-40
and SOB x RBE as key inf luences in his work, along with
Bootsy Collins, who is from
Cincinnati, Ohio. The city’s
sound inf luences nearly every
aspect of Adam’s style of rap.
“I pick [up] on that energy
when it comes to my cadence,
my performance, the ways in
which I go about beat, how I
will attack beats, get on beats,
phrase the things I say,” Adams said.
The artistic diversity in
Oakland creates genre combinations that are particularly interesting to Adams.
“I’m really into the gangsta
rap in Oakland, but it really
just took a turn for funk,” he
said. “It was G-funk, every-

thing about it was high-energy heavy-bass music.”
Adams appreciates the
opportunities to collaborate musically at Kenyon
but is sometimes concerned
aboutthe lack of diversity on
campus. “There are a lot of
people [at Kenyon] with open
minds ready to do stuff that’s
new and unique, but I don’t
feel like there’s anyone coming from the same place I’m
coming from,” he said.
Adams is also concerned
about whether or not he has
access to spaces in which he
can perform and record his
music. “I wish there was that
space for people that think
like me to come together and
grow, and have those resources offered to us in a clear-cut
way,” he said. “I mean, there’s
a studio in Mount Vernon,
but can we reserve that space?
What can we really do with
the resources we have here?”
Adams hopes for an increase in diversity and acceptance on campus. “I think it’s
going to, one, help with diversity, and two, help with music,” he said, “because we’d

COURTESY OF JACOB ADAMS

Jacob “DelOakland” Adams ’19 is taking his rap to the public.

have so many different voices
competing and growing.”
Adams also appears in
collaborations with various
campus artists such as rapper
Hoolian and saxophonist Max
Lazarus ’20.
He and Lazarus are members of a new eight-musician
collective called Booty Robins. “[The name] is real goofy,”
Adams said, “but we just finished our second show yesterday, and it was just so much
fun being able to get up there

and perform.” Booty Robins
performed at the Horn Gallery on Feb. 15 alongside two
other Kenyon bands, MaMi
and Contraband. Last Friday,
the band opened at the Horn
for touring artist Vagabon.
Adams hopes to make a
mixtape of his various Kenyon collaborations before
graduating. “If it doesn’t happen, it doesn’t happen,” he
said. “I just like having fun
with it. I want everyone to
have fun.”

New museum in Dayton brings funk back to its Ohio roots
DORA SEGALL
FEATURES EDITOR

A new museum rests behind a
single unassuming door in downtown Dayton, Ohio, a town two
hours from Kenyon by car. I entered this museum during a weekend trip with my family on Feb.
17. Inside, black walls decorated
by colorful murals are filled with
drums, jeweled stage costumes and
photographs from countless donors
and funk enthusiasts. A keyboard
and signed guitar with the name
Sly and the Family Stone painted
on the body sit in a glass case. Numerous, similar displays fill the rest
of the building. Many of the people
working there are musicians or are
involved in the music industry in
addition to their affiliation to the
new space. This is the Funk Music
Hall of Fame and Exhibition Center, which opened this past month.
President and CEO of the organization David Webb, who dedicated his career to playing keyboard
and drums at a Dayton recording
studio and working as a production
manager. He also worked as a music
and talent scout and gained a deep
appreciation for many styles of music growing up in Dayton, Ohio —
but no style as much as funk.
Funk, marked by its distinct
bass line and upbeat music, developed out of soul, blues and R&B
in the 1960s and ’70s. Over four
decades later, Webb has used his
passion to create what he views as

a long-deserved physical home for
his favorite genre, which produced
a number of bands in his native city.
First developed by James
Brown’s band, later known as the
J.B.’s, funk became popular due to
bands like the Ohio Players, Slave
and Zapp, all of whom came out of
Dayton. “Ohio is the heart of it all
for funk music, and Dayton, Ohio
is the nerve center of funk,” Webb
said. Other well-known representatives of the genre include Stevie
Wonder and Parliament-Funkadelic, a collective led by New Jersey’s
George Clinton.
Webb began creating a space to
showcase the world of funk while
he was working at a Dayton recording studio. After speaking with local musicians, he realized that the
culture of funk was disappearing
because it failed to reach younger
generations. “It’s all about our children and the history of funk music
so they can learn about it,” Webb
said.
The collection of memorabilia
on exhibit originated several years
ago with a group of volunteers who
formed TheFunkCenter, an organization dedicated to preserving
and commemorating the history of
funk music and culture. Since then,
they have formed a board and executive council and created a website.
The board includes a diverse
range of members, from baby
boomers to people in their twenties. “Millenials have that cutting
edge,” Webb said, explaining that

COURTESY OF DAVID WEBB

The Funk Music Hall of Fame and Exhibition Center opened on Friday Feb. 16 in Dayton, Ohio.

the younger generation’s familiarity with social media and technology accompanies his own generation’s extensive knowledge of funk
music and culture. The organization also includes members from
several different continents and has
established solid relationships with
many of the musicians who donate
artifacts.
The Hall of Fame opened its
doors on Feb. 16. Dayton’s public
library previously housed the exhibition, which has grown since
moving into the museum. Items on
display range from retired instruments from bands’ tours to con-

tract paperwork from the 1960s
and costumes worn by musicians
on stage.
Funk is distinct from other musical genres because of its high energy. This is evident in the clothing exhibited at the Hall of Fame,
which includes a number of jumpsuits worn by members of Zapp
during their early career. The festive nature of funk also showed
through programs like Soul Train,
a music-dance television show in
which people danced to live music and that first aired in 1971. TV
screens along the walls of the museum played episodes of the show.

The opening of the Funk Hall
of Fame has garnered nation-wide
media attention. In “Funk Carves
Out A Groove At The Funk Music
Hall Of Fame In Ohio,” NPR covered the exhibition’s opening and
shared a link to a playlist created
by Webb, called Essential Funk:
The Funk Music Hall of Fame’s Top
Tracks by NPR Music, available for
streaming on Spotify.
“They trust what I’m doing,
they see what I’m doing, they research the organization, and
they’re very excited about giving
back,” Webb said. “Now funk music has its own home.”
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STAFF EDITORIAL

This campus has failed our
Black students
According to the College’s mission statement, “Kenyon
maintains a deep commitment to diversity. Kenyon today
strives to persuade its students to those same purposes.”
If that is our true mission as an institution of higher education, the events that led to the “You are not a N-Word” open
letters, sent via email to the student body, and the subsequent
sit-in protest in Peirce Dining Hall on Wednesday night show
that we have failed. We have failed as an institution to provide
a safe and welcoming environment for our students of color,
and our black students in particular.
It is one thing to say that we are committed to diversity on
this campus, but it is an entirely different thing to proactively
and consistently work to build a campus culture that provides
support for each and every student, not just those who are
white students. We have failed to do so.
Though these recent demonstrations on campus may have
been inf luenced by a specific event, they point to an ongoing
problem of systemic racism at Kenyon. If you are reading this,
and you think because you are not a student of color that this
doesn’t affect you, it does. If you are reading this, and you
think of yourself as an ally to students of color on this campus, then it is your responsibility to right these wrongs.
Ending racial violence and systemic oppression, whether
in the form of racial slurs or other micro and macro aggressions, is not the responsibility of those who are directly hurt
by these insensitivities. Ending this hurt and suffering is the
responsibility of those who have contributed to the culture
that permits these acts, i.e. white students on this campus.
Everyone, including those at this publication, is culpable; no
one is blameless.
To address the harmful culture we have created on campus, we must listen more attentively to our peers of color. We
must be open to recognizing how we contribute to this toxic
environment instead of being defensive or resistant when told
how we do so; we must be vigilant of the effects our words
and actions have, and work to counteract the harm they often
produce.
It is time that our fellow students are made to feel at home,
and we have an obligation to make sure that this campus lives
up to its mission statement.
The staff editorial was written this week by the executive editors of the
Collegian, editor-in-chief Bailey Blaker ’18 and managing editor Lauren
Eller ’18. You can contact them at blakerb@kenyon.edu and ellerl@kenyon.edu, respectively.

The opinions page is a space for members of the community
to discuss issues relevant to the campus and the world at large.
The opinions expressed on this page belong only to the writer.
Columns and letters to the editors do not reflect the opinions of
the Collegian staff. All members of the community are welcome to
express opinions through a letter to the editor.
The Kenyon Collegian reserves the right to edit all letters
submitted for length and clarity. The Collegian cannot accept
anonymous or pseudonymous letters. Letters must be signed by
individuals, not organizations, and must be 200 words or fewer.
Letters must also be received no later than the Tuesday prior
to publication. The Kenyon Collegian prints as many letters as
possible each week subject to space, interest and appropriateness.
Members of the editorial board reserve the right to reject any
submission. The views expressed in the paper do not necessarily
reflect the views of Kenyon College.

Kenyon Q’s: Giving yourself credit
and acting on your campus crushes
Your guide to intimate and non-intimate relationships.
LAUREN ELLER
MANAGING EDITOR

Dear Lauren,
How do you deal when all
your friends seem smarter
than you?
Sincerely,
Smarter Than Me
Dear Smarter Than You,
My sincerest condolences.
As a senior with fewer than
100 days until I’m forcibly removed from my New Apartment, I’m watching all my
friends get jobs, receive grad
school acceptances and earn
distinction on their comps. I
am, unfortunately, all too familiar with this feeling of inferiority.
First, I want to emphasize
that your friends only seem
smarter than you. While it
may be true that your buddy
in stats does better on the
exams than you, it’s probably also true that you kicked
their butt during your class
discussion on Miltonic verse.
So it’s all relative, and that’s
something I’d keep in mind
whenever you start feeling
that way. Everyone has their
strengths and weaknesses —
even though most days it feels
like we have a monopoly on
the latter.
Recognizing my friends’
talents and accomplishments
has always helped me address
my feelings of inadequacy.
When I acknowledge what
they’re doing, I come away
knowing that I’ve done my
job as their friend. My time
(and yours) will come, even
if that time seems impossibly far off. Celebrating the
people I care about when it’s
their time has always felt re-

ally productive for me.
After that, you should step
back and appreciate your own
skills. While praising others
is an important act of humility, giving yourself due credit
is also in order. And just as
your genius friends make you
better by virtue of their presence, you make them better,
too.
Having friends who inspire
you isn’t a bad thing. Sure,
sometimes your self-confidence will take a hit, but just
remember that they probably
feel the exact same way.

them on Facebook because
you don’t have their number,
ask them if they’d “like to get
coffee sometime,” slam your
laptop shut and dive under
your duvet. Emerge in a few
hours, even though you know
they’ll see the message in a
matter of minutes.
Then there’s the classic
ask-them-on-a-study-datethat-they-have-no-idea-isa-date. I’ve had less success
with this method, for obvious
reasons. But it’s still worth a
try, especially if the idea of
getting coffee is still too big
a step. For best results, catch
Dear Lauren,
them after class and tell them
you have no idea what to do
What’s the best way to ask for the next exam. Come preout my crush?
pared to the rendezvous with
a study guide that you offer to
Sincerely,
share out of the goodness of
Crushing
your heart.
If all else fails, you could
just settle for a quick dinner
Dear Crushing,
on New Side together. (Kidding. Unless of course Peirce
Ah, the
is
servage-old
ing panko
Celebrating the fried rice, in
quandary.
people I care
I’m glad that
which case
you want to about when it’s their
you should
know
the time has always felt rereconsider.
best way to
For best really productive for me.
go about it,
sults, find
not whether
them at a
to go about it at all. You’re al- square table before all their
ready on the right track.
friends arrive.)
I know the peril in asking
someone out and suffering
What are your burning
rejection. Because at Kenyon, questions? Don’t know what
of course, you will see them to do about your hookup’s reeverywhere: in line for hash turn from a semester abroad?
brown triangles! On Middle Trying to rein in reactions to
Path as you book it to your out-of-control email threads?
9:10! At your Olin study spot This week Lauren is substithat you thought no one else tuting for Hannah Lee, but
knew about!
submit your questions to her
My go-to is a Wiggin anonymously on tinyurl.com/
Street Coffee date. It’s casual, kenyonqs or over email at
there’s caffeine and the whole leidyh@kenyon.edu and she
thing could be purely platon- can offer the written equivaic. For best results, message lent of a hug.

“
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We have all contributed to creating an exclusionary campus
Changing our culture of complacency means righting our wrongs when no one is watching.
TOMMY JOHNSON
OPINIONS EDITOR

On Monday, more than
10 emails were sent to students titled “You are not a
’N-Word’; An Open Letter.”
This letter addresses black
students at Kenyon. It closes
with the statement, “We all
deserve to exist without having to justify our existence.
In that regard, Kenyon continues to fail you, but we will
not.”
This letter, in response to
students on campus using racial slurs, does not mark the
first time this semester that
we have failed. It also, I suspect, will not be the last.
Last year, I reported on
how the Office of Admissions
hypothesized that the size of
the applicant pool dropped
because many of our appli-

cants come from liberal communities and are dissuaded
by the Confederate f lags and
Trump signs in communities
around Kenyon. Pinning the
problem on our neighbors
is easy. What’s hard is seeing how we contribute to an
exclusionary campus in our
daily actions.
Being a member of the
Kenyon community should
mean thinking about the
kind of environment you are
contributing to by the way
you act within and outside
of your friend groups on this
campus.
To this end, I have a few
observations.
First, anonymity, or the
freedom from consequences,
does not make an action OK.
Just because in many contexts, including in a locker
room, what you say will go un-

CROSSWORD
ACROSS
1. Use a JUUL
5. _ _ _-Magnon
8. Speech impediment of
The Music Man’s Winthrop
12. Pinnacle
13. Shorten pants
14. Professor Tim Shutt
teaches a course on this author’s masterpiece
15. Miniature pie
16. “_ _ _ to Joy”
17. Ghanaian capital
18. Kenyon comedian,
though not a member of
35-Across or 54-Across
22. Slender
24. The “O” in GOP
25. Often split in soups
26. Like Dean Baquet for the
NYT
27. Faith
30. Chemical hair treatment
31. Iguana or finch, perhaps
32. Like a 100-level class, to
a senior
33. Londonian bathroom
35. Local stand-up comedy
troupe
41. Rival school to UCLA
42. Sea eagle
43. Mineral source
44. Twine’s big brother
47. Donkeys
48. “Bad” cholesterol
49. Anger
50. Mobile platform
52. Keeper of the Winds, in
Greek mythology

heard does not mean that you on this campus this instance
should say idiotic, harmful will not be the final time we
things. Similarly, just because have to talk about this.
you can intimidate women’s
If we as a student body are
groups through graffiti with- serious about Kenyon being
out facing consequences does a welcoming place, we have
not
mean
to do more
doing so is
than
just
an acceptexpress
our
What’s hard is
able way to
grievances
seeing how we
try and start
about
the
a conversa- contribute to an exclumore promsionary campus in our
tion.
inent examSecples of our
daily actions.
ond, slurs:
exclusion.
Whenever
After half
these sorts
of a semesof things happen, a com- ter riddled with controversy,
mon response is to say, “I I think the ways in which Kecannot believe that in (enter nyon is not welcoming should
year here) we are still talking weigh more heavily on our
about this.” At this point, I collective conscience.
can. It does not surprise me
It is not the Trump signs in
at all that we are having this Knox County that will turn
conversation right now. It prospective students away
disheartens me to think that from the College. It is a cul-

“

ture of complacency among
students and administrators
who move on and forget every time the Knox County
Sheriff ’s Office deputy racially profiles Kenyon Review
Young Writers Workshop attendees, every time a satire
created in this community
peddles stereotypes, every
time an unnamed male vandalizes a poster for women’s
health and every time students perpetuate the use of
harmful slurs.
Overcoming this culture
of complacency begins with
respecting our peers out of
compassion, not merely out
of fear of consequences.
Tommy Johnson ’20 is a political science major from Pittsboro, N.C. He is the editor of the
opinions section. Contact him at
johnson1@kenyon.edu.

Cameron Austin
CONTRIBUTOR

54. Local sketch comedy
troupe
58. “Your _ _ _ _ _ is cooked!”
59. Famous boxer, born Cassius Mercellus Clay Jr.
60. Amazon product, preloaded with the Alexa assistant
63. Different
64. Stuck in a _ _ _
65. Not a street or avenue
66. Bird home
67. Thickness of tissue or
toilet paper
68. Sums

20. Potato of choice at Sunday brunch
21. Whack
22. Latin prefix for “seven”
23. A Room with a _ _ _ _
28. Third largest branch of
the American armed forces,
for short
29. Actor Wanda
30. Hawaiian fish bowl
33. Property of all points on
y = mx + b
34. Aren’t the “seven seas”
really all connected?
36. Describes many assignments this week
DOWN
37. Married woman’s title
38. Spoiled fish?
1. Tub
39. National language of
2. Common citation style in
Pakistan
the social sciences
40. Director Gibson and his
3. Flawless, in Spanish
namesakes
4. Praise
44. Fall-off-the-bone meat
5. Diseased by intestinal
45. State in Pacific Northbacteria, often from drinking west
contaminated water
46. Psychoactive cactus
6. Buy new furniture, per47. Only national sorority at
haps
Kenyon
7. Sign of the apocalypse, for 50. A small map within a
example
larger one, for instance
8. Frilly; or, perhaps, poi51. Indecisive conjunction, in
soned
German
9. Crawl
53. Puccini was a notable
10. Not to be matched with
composer in this genre
plaid, according to my
55. Complement to “Aahs”
mother
56. Angelic instrument
11. Resident of the bell tower, 57. Twelfth month of the
on a Friday afternoon
Jewish year
14. Author of Matilda and
61. Past-tense helper verb
The BFG
62. Too much of a good
19. Furry river animals
thing?

Congratulations to Helen Cunningham ’21, Philip Brain ’21 and Alice Tillman ’21 for
co-solving last week’s puzzle! Did you finish this crossword? Be the first to email
a photo of your finished crossword to collegian@kenyon.edu for a chance to get a
shoutout!

SOLUTIONS FROM LAST ISSUE
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Behind the transformation of the Lords, Ladies dive teams
Coach Ron Kontura channels his passion for diving to help three divers qualify for regionals.
ADAM SCHWAGER
SPORTS ASSISTANT

The new Lords and Ladies
dive coach Ron Kontura exhibits an attitude atypical for most
diving coaches. “I’m the most
competitive person you’ll meet,”
he said.
Kontura’s coaching style resembles that of a football or basketball coach. After every dive
at practice on Monday, Kontura gives the divers his opinion
about their score and how they
could improve. His tips usually
were simple commands, such as
“Don’t drop your elbows,” “trust
yourself ” and “jump.”
“I bring a skill set with me
that is brought from the greatest diving coaches — the greatest
coaches in sport[s], but I add my
own little personality to it and
my personality is very animated
and very loud and very intense in
a lot of ways,” Kontura said.
Kontura’s involvement in diving began in high school, where
he turned to the sport after being
cut from the varsity basketball
team. After he joined the swim
team, he was encouraged by an
adult mentor to try his hand at
diving, so Kontura did.
From there, Kontura started
to experiment on the boards and

only committed to diving as a
way to stay in shape for baseball
season in the spring. Kontura
only started to take the sport seriously in his first year of college
at Ohio University. “I went from
‘Crash Kontura’ to one of the top
divers in the conference [and a]
school record holder.”
After graduation, Kontura
joined the family business of
coaching. “I had some coaches
in my family, so coaching was
always something I was interested in,” he said. At his first job
at Allegheny College, Kontura
coached four National Collegiate
Athletic Association (NCAA)
All-Americans. His coaching career took him all across
the country. He worked for the
University of Michigan, Illinois
State University and University
of California-Berkeley.
His most recent job prior to
coming to Kenyon was as head
diving coach for the United
States Military Academy at West
Point, a position he held for eight
seasons.
When it came time to find a
new job, stability, tradition and
location were important for
Kontura. “In college we competed against Kenyon, so I came to
Gambier. We competed here, so
I’ve been familiar with the tradi-

tion of Kenyon swimming and
diving,” Kontura said. The family made a decision to live in Columbus to be closer to Kontura’s
home city of Cleveland, “and a
little less than a year ago I saw
that Kenyon had posted the position and [I] applied.”
In his first year at Kenyon,
Kontura brought a completely
different diving culture. The first
major change he made was moving the time of practice from
late-night to midday. “Changing practice time just changes
the mindsets,” Kontura said. The
time change makes divers question what it takes “to be an elite
level diver at an elite level swimming and diving program,” according to Kontura.
Other than just the time difference, the areas Kontura focuses on are unconventional
for a typical collegiate diving
program. “I remember the first
month in the fall, we were just
doing very simple, basic, fundamental things,” diver Joshua Yuen-Schat ’18 said. “[As a
sophomore walk-on], I really
skipped the developmental part
of diving, so a lot of focus on the
fundamentals for me has been
huge.”
Kontura puts an extra emphasis on making sure his divers try

new, more difficult dives. “Ron
expects a lot from us,” Juviand
Rivera ’19 said. “When he sees
that you can do [a more difficult
dive] ... he tells you to shut up
and dive.”
When his divers do make
mistakes, he shouts a quick reminder at them to make sure
that they are focusing on the root
of the problem. “A lot of things
that he tells us, we know what
we did wrong, and that’s just
reinforcement of what we did
wrong,” Yuen-Schat said.
For the first time, divers
are forced to run in the mornings before their practices. “We
could be running six to 10 miles
a week, and that was definitely a
big change for a lot of people,”
Yuen-Schat said. Kontura’s focus
on cardio comes from his West
Point background, where he
would have the divers sneak into
the West Point stadium and run
on the steps every morning.
Kontura’s effect on the
program can be seen in the
scoresheet at every meet; three
of his divers qualified for the
NCAA Regional Meet in Chicago this weekend. “We are better
divers than we were last season,”
Rivera said.
One diver who has seen significant improvement over the

course of this season is YuenSchat. The current senior and
was abroad for half of his junior
season. “The past two years, the
Chicago zones regional meet
qualification has always been
on my mind, but I haven’t necessarily been able to reach that,”
Yuen-Schat said. This year, however, Yuen-Schat has made a
huge leap, and with the help of
Kontura he has been able to put
together his first 400-point finish of his college career. “[Kontura] definitely opened up a lot of
doors for me this year.”
The Lords and Ladies will
have Yuen-Schat, Madeline Carlson ’19 and North Coast Athletic Conference Diver of the Year
and Champion Ryder Sammons
’19 representing them at regionals this weekend. Kontura has
big plans for these three divers in
the near future.
“The goal is to get to Indianapolis and win the NCAAs,”
he said. “We want diving to be
a contributing factor to adding
some banners here.”
The Lords and Ladies divers
will compete this weekend in
Chicago at the NCAA Division
III Diving Regionals, as they attempt to earn a spot in the lineup
for the NCAA Championships in
Indianapolis.

Ladies fall in semifinal Lords get out to early lead, never
for third straight season look back in home opener victory
DYLAN GOODWIN | STAFF WRITER

The Ladies basketball season came to a sudden end on Friday night when
the Ladies lost 51-40 to the Oberlin Yeowomen in the North Coast Athletic
Conference (NCAC) semifinals. Kenyon and Oberlin were tied during the regular season, with identical NCAC records of 13-3. The Ladies earned their spot
in the semifinals after they defeated The College of Wooster 63-30 on Feb. 20.
After the win against Wooster, the Ladies traveled the four-and-a-half hours
to Depauw University in Greencastle, Ind. Kenyon faced off against Oberlin in
the NCAC semifinal. The Ladies were unable to get revenge on the Yeowomen,
who beat them earlier this month. Kenyon only had one player in double-digit
scoring, Paige Matijasich ’20, who once again led the team with 11 points. Matijasich was also elected to the 2018 (NCAC) Women’s Basketball All-Tournament Team.
Another key player for the Ladies was senior Ifeoma Archimalo. In her final
game for the Ladies, she scored six points and grabbed ten rebounds.
It was a tight game all the way until the fourth quarter when Oberlin outscored Kenyon 18-9. The Ladies did not play with their usual success on the
offensive side of the ball. Kenyon posted the second-best three-point percentage in the conference at 31.7 percent. However, they only shot 7.7 percent in the
game against Oberlin, along with a field-goal percentage of 22.6 percent.
The Kenyon defense did well in holding Oberlin to 28.6 percent from the
field as well as behind the arc. Kenyon forced 11 Yeomen turnovers while only
committing eight. Both teams were competitive throughout the game, but the
shooting percentages indicates why the Ladies fell just short.
Kenyon came up shy of a chance to lift the NCAC trophy, but that does not
take away from a strong season that saw the Ladies posting a final record of 21-6
and 13-3 in the conference. Junior captain Lane Davis stated, “For the past three
years we have been knocked out of the NCAC tournament during the semifinal
game. For this to happen three years in a row, it has to be mental at this point.
We just need to remember the pain we have now, and let it motivate us next
season to make sure that trend is broken.”
The Ladies have a base of existing talent to build with their established
young players, who will come back as experienced veterans next season.

JOSH WALMER
STAFF WRITER

The Lords lacrosse team (2-1)
came out swinging early in their home
opener against Capital University (01). Early goals by Matt Pollack ’21, Jonah Florence ’18 and Pierce Kraft ’18
propelled Kenyon to a 3-0 lead just six
minutes into the first quarter.
Capital tried to rally, scoring their
first goal of the season less than a minute after Kenyon’s run, but the Lords
quickly responded with a goal by Joe
Woody ’19 to stay ahead 4-1 after the
first quarter. The Lords extended their
lead to 6-1 early in the second quarter
with a pair of goals from Nick Vitale
’19 and Florence.
Capital’s scoring production relied
on senior Teddy Crites. In the span of
eight minutes, Crites racked up three
goals, two of which were unassisted.
Another Crusader goal was enough
to tighten the score to 7-5 going into
the half. The Lords fought to regain
their lead with a goal by Kraft to start
the half. Crites answered with an unassisted goal three minutes later. The
score remained 8-6 for the majority of
the third quarter until Kenyon finally
broke through with a three-score run
at the conclusion of the quarter. One
of these came from Josh Galardi ’18
in a man-up situation, while the other

COURTESY OF KENYON COLLEGE ATHLETICS

Senior Rob Guldenschuh looks to help lead the Lords this season.

two were scored by Florence.
The Lords entered the final quarter with an 11-6 lead, but the game
was far from over. The Crusaders
countered the Lords’ third-quarter
run with one of their own, scoring
four unanswered goals to cut Kenyon’s lead to one point, with 7:23 remaining on the clock. As their lead
evaporated, the Lords picked up the
intensity. An unassisted goal by Vitale, occurring within thirty seconds
of Capital’s last score, helped Kenyon
regain the momentum. The Lords
added two more goals, by Kraft and
Sam Humphrey ’20, cementing their

victory with a final score of 14-11.
Woody explained that the Lords’
win was a needed morale boost. “It
was a good team win that we really
needed,” he said. “It got pretty tight
in the fourth quarter, but we rallied to
get an essential win. It was also a great
way to bounce back from Tuesday’s
loss.”
The Lords are looking for vengeance in their next match, this Saturday at home against the Albion College Britons. “After an overtime loss
last year to Albion, we’re coming into
this game hungry,” Woody said. “And
not looking over it.”
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Kenyon eyes winning season behind strong senior class
MARY LIZ BRADY

Senior Alec Manning gets in some early morning swings at the KAC. The Lords open their season next week in Florida against Misericordia University (PA.) on March 4.
MARY LIZ BRADY
STAFF WRITER

Spring is in the air. Nowhere more
so than on the Toan Track and McCloskey Field, as Lords baseball kicks
off its 2018 campaign. With a strong
returning senior class, the Lords are
hoping to rebound after a 17-23, (613) 2017 season.
There will be many familiar faces
on the diamond this season. Despite
the loss of middle infielder Phillip
Nam ’17, who posted a .327 batting
average, the Lords return seven seniors and will have a lineup anchored
by their established upperclassmen.
Top hitters Matt von Roemer ’18, Patrick O’Leary ’20, Matt Contreras ’19
and Max Warren ’18 are all returning. Last year, all four players had at
least 90 at bats and batted above .340.
Returning outfielder Mikey Arman ’18 (five home runs, 37 RBIs,

.542 slugging percentage) also hopes
to have another successful season.
Last year, the Lords scored 241 runs
and hope to improve their strong offense this year.
While the starting lineup for the
Lords will be familiar in 2018, the
schedule will not be. This season
marks the first year without divisions in conference and also fewer
doubleheader weekend series. In previous seasons, the North Coast Athletic Conference (NCAC) was divided
into two divisions: east and west.
Teams played every other team in
their division four times and only a
few teams from the other division
over the course of the season. With
the scheduling change, the Lords will
now face every team in the NCAC
and will be playing teams they have
not faced in years. The matchup between Wabash College and Kenyon

on April 7 will be the teams’ first
meeting since 2009, and the game between Denison University and Kenyon on April 17 will be the first since
2013. Both games will be at home on
McCloskey Field.
The removal of divisions means
fewer weekend doubleheaders and
an increased number of important
weekday games, according to von
Roemer. Additionally, these schedule changes will allow teams to manage their pitchers better sine they wil
need fewer arms per weekend. This
may lead to lower offensive numbers,
as batters will have more exposure
to their opponents’ top-of-rotation
arms because of the increased rest
between games.
In the 2017 season, Kenyon pitchers had an ERA of 6.71, while their
opponents had an ERA of 5.97. Fewer weekends of back-to-back double-

headers means all teams will likely
be able to set a pitching rotation, and
pitchers will have consistent rest between starts.
Additionally, there will be some
new faces on the mound this year for
the Lords, including Patrick Craig
’21 and Alex Gow ’21. Also returning this season is Nathan Chandler
’20, who was recovering from Tommy
John surgery for the duration of the
2017 season.
Kenyon baseball, which has not
had a winning record in conference
since 2012, are hopeful this adjustment will allow them to have a more
successful winning season, ideally
finishing as one of the top four teams
in conference.
After playing 12 games over the
next two weeks, the Lords open the
season at McCloskey Field on March
27 against Muskingum University.

Lords, Ladies solidify their spots for NCAAs
ADAM SCHWAGER
SPORTS ASSISTANT

The Lords and Ladies
swim and dive teams hosted
their Fast Chance Invitational last weekend, where swimmers attempted to shave off a
couple seconds to qualify for
the National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA)
Division III Championships
next month.
Alexander Law ’20 was
able to improve his 200-yard
breaststroke time by about a
second and a half to easily
make a NCAA B cut with a
2.01.98.
Colin
Reardon
’20
dropped over a second in the
400-yard IM to drastically
improve his chances to qualify for NCAAs with a 3.56.84.
For the Ladies, Princess
Ferguson-Nguyen ’20 had a
personal best in the 100-yard
freestyle. So did Amy Socha
’21 and Caylee Hamilton ’21,
in the 100-yard butterf ly.
Their times earned them an
NCAA B cut, and a chance
to qualify for championships

MATT GARRETT

Kenyon Lords line up in an attempt to shave off crucial seconds in order to qualify for the NCAA
Championship next month in Indianapolis. In 2017, the Lords finished 2nd and the Ladies placed 3rd.

next month.
Diver Joshua Yuen-Schat
’18 had an especially successful meet. To qualify for the
NCAA regional dive meet,
the first step to making the
national championship, a
diver needs two scores above
the NCAA cut line in any
meet, or one score above

the cut line in a conference
championship meet.
Yuen-Schat had a one-meter score that was above the
cut from earlier in the year,
so in order for his season to
continue he needed to score
above a 425 on the one-meter board. Yuen-Schat went
above and beyond, scoring

a career-best 450.82 points
and putting himself into regionals.
The Lords and Ladies divers will attempt to qualify
for nationals at the regional
meet this week, while the
swimmers will next appear
at NCAA Championships in
March.

THIS WEEK
IN KENYON
SPORTS
HISTORY
This week in 1999,
the Kenyon equestrian team placed
third in a show,
which took place
in Findlay, Ohio.
Emily Scott ’01 and
Claire Bohnengel
’02 finished second in fence jumping, while Jason
Apple ’02 finished
first individually in
the competition.

